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effective and feasible-to-implement "best buy" interventions
that are aimed to address the aforementioned risk factors. Tax
increases, inhibiting unhealthy habits, such as smoking indoor
public places, and counselling and multi-drug treatment for
people with a high risk of developing heart attacks and stroke
are some of the examples of these interventions. However,
proper screening, counselling and treatment requires trained
clinical staff and patient-to-doctor ratios in LMICs are very
poor, with most African countries, and some South-Asian
countries having a critical shortage of health service providers
(doctors, nurses and midwives) [8].

Abstract-Barriers to effective screening and management of
NCDs in resource-constrained regions include limited availability
of trained personnel, access to affordable automatic medical
devices, and longitudinal clinical data. We present an end
to-end mHealth system which takes advantage of the almost
universal availability of smartphones in order to address these
barriers in a scalable and affordable manner. Our system includes
simple, low-cost ($5-$20) and open-source peripherals that allow
a minimally trained person to collect high-quality medical data
at the point-of-care through a standard smartphone; allows
the reliable transmission of clinical data even in the case of
high-latency network connections; stores data in a cloud-based
system, making patient records accessible anywhere; and enables
both crowdsourced diagnostics and generation of annotated
data for the research and development of automatic decision
support and risk assessment systems. We show examples of the
different elements of the system tailored for the management
of cardiovascular disease and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, which includes prototypes of the low-cost peripherals.
In a validation study (of 40 volunteers), our smartphone-based
blood pressure (BP) monitor was shown to measure BP, heart
rate and respiration rate with a mean-absolute-error of less than
5 units from the reference values for 80% of the measurements.

To improve the health of millions at reasonable cost in
these countries a "task shifting" of primary care functions
from professional health workers to community health workers
(CHW) is being implemented [9]. As an example, the Indian
government has institutionalized 800,000 Accredited Social
Health Care Activists (ASHAs) in areas with relatively poor
infrastructure (such as rural areas and urban slums) [10].
Limited training, supplies and support are given to the CHW
to provide essential primary health care services to these
populations.
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I.

The use of non-professional health workers brings other
challenges in providing quality healthcare services. To give
an example, studies show that barriers to the screening and
management of hypertension, an important risk factor in
CVD, include i) lack of people with adequate training in
how and when to take reliable Blood Pressure (BP) readings,
which is made worse by the ii) lack of easy-to-use automatic
and accurate BP monitors, and as a consequence iii) lack
of detailed data on individuals BP readings over time, the
information required to diagnose the condition [11], [12]. It
may be suggested that manual readings are sufficient and an
automated device is not needed. However, it is known that
manual recording of data is error-prone and leads to even
well-trained clinical staff missing critical BP-related events
[13], [14]. In particular, lack of data leads to low hypertension
awareness rates [15], [16] in developing nations.

INTRODUCTION

Globally, chronic or non-communicable diseases (NCDs)
kill more than 36 million people each year, nearly 80%
(29 million) occurring in low-and middle-income countries
(LMICs) [1]. Cardiovascular diseases (CVD) account for most
NCD-related deaths, followed by cancers, respiratory diseases
and diabetes [2]. Combined, NCDs are related to 80% of
deaths, and studies show the risk factors include tobacco,
alcohol, high blood pressure, diet and physical inactivity [3],
[4]. These are observed to affect people worldwide with an
increasing tendency [5]. However, high-income groups can
access services and products that protect them from the greatest
risks while lower-income groups cannot afford them, and
often access to medical care involves costly journeys for these
groups (both in time and money) [6].

Accurate automatic BP monitors and other point-of-care
devices (ECG, Glucose and Cholesterol meters) are expensive
for developing countries populations, and sustainable distri
bution channels for these devices are not available for these
countries. Only three industries have a global supply chain
reach: Beverage companies (principally Coca Cola and local
beer vendors), the tobacco industry, and the mobile phone
industry. It is the latter which holds enormous promise for
healthcare, since it solves one of the key issues - rapid two-way
transmission of information to individuals. Although many

The social burdens created by not managing NCDs include
prolonged disability, diminished resources within families and
reduced productivity, in addition to tremendous demands on
health system emergency services which are of higher eco
nomic burden than preventive services. This leads to cumula
tive economic losses in LMICs, estimated to surpass US$ 7
trillion over the period between 2011-2025 (which corresponds
to US$ 500 billion per year) [7]. The World Health Organi
zation (WHO) has identified a set of evidence-based, cost978-1-4799-7193-0114/$3l.00 ©2014 IEEE
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attempts have been made to create mHealth technologies and
medical record system[17], few have developed an integrated
system. Moreover, the systems tend to be non-scalable, pro
prietary and wedded to a particular hardware or software
platform [18]. Many of the components tend to be expensive
and verification of their efficacy difficult.
Low-cost and scalable medical decision support systems
are required to allow CHWs to screen and diagnose NCDs risk
factors accurately in these settings and in this paper we present
such a system. Smart-phones are becoming ubiquitous world
wide and can revolutionise primary healthcare in resource
constrained settings. We developed an end-to-end mHealth sys
tem which takes advantage of the almost universal availability
of smart-phones in order to address these barriers in a scalable
and affordable manner. Our system includes simple, low-cost
($5-$20) and open-source hardware peripherals that allow a
minimally trained person to collect high-quality medical data at
the point-of-care through a standard smart-phone. The clinical
data can be reliably transmitted even in the case of high
latency network connections, and stored into a web-based
system that manages the Electronic Medical Records of the
patients, making these records accessible anywhere. Finally
it enables both crowdsourced diagnostics and generation of
annotated data for the research and development of automatic
decision support and risk assessment systems.
II.

Fig. 1. Semi-automatic blood pressure monitor. A low-cost peripheral trans
mits the pressure signal from an inflatable cuff to a smartphone,from which
blood pressure, heart rate and respiration rate are extracted. The graphical
display guides the user through a successful blood pressure measurement.

(Freescale MK20DNI28VFM5). The latter samples the raw
and filtered/amplified pressure signals at 250 Hz each with
a 16-bit resolution. The pressure signals collected by our
blood pressure monitor enable the computation of systolic and
diastolic blood pressure, heart rate and respiration rate

LOW-COST MEDICAL SENSORS

Given the increasing availability and power of smart
phones, our aim is to develop medical devices which act as
simple USB peripherals to phones. This approach has four
main advantages: (i) it can shift a percentage of the cost
of a stand-alone medical device into the already available
mobile devices, (ii) peripherals can draw power from the
mobile device rather than batteries, (iii) the audio-visual re
sources in smart-phones can be easily leveraged in order to
guide minimally-trained personnel through good-quality data
collection and (iv) the in-built sensors (such as microphone,
accelerometer and camera) can be used to collect additional
data and augment the peripherals to increase accuracy or data
collection quality. We now describe our current prototypes of
medical devices as USB peripherals for mobile devices.

B. Electrocardiography

A. Blood pressure monitoring

For the digital processing unit, we chose a Teensy 3.0
which provides a 48 MHz ARM Chipset with 16k RAM and
can be programmed in C or with Arduino instructions. Both
the analog and digital boards can be powered by through the
mobile phone's USB connector, which also servers to accept
the digitized ECG (Figure 2). All data is processed either on
the phone (see section III-B) or in the cloud (see sections V
and IV). Figure 3 illustrates these two components.

Blood pressure is a fundamental measure in the screening
and management of cardiovascular disease (CVD), as hyper
tension increases the risk of developing heart attacks or strokes.
An accurate blood pressure reading requires either trained
personnel or an automatic blood pressure device, both of which
are scarce in resource-poor setting.
We designed a semi-automatic blood pressure monitor (Fig
ure 1) with only the minimal electronics to collect and transmit
the pressure signal from a traditional arm-based inflatable cuff
to a mobile phone, where all the signal processing is done. An
earlier version of the blood pressure monitor was presented in
[19].
The electronics of our blood pressure monitor consist of an
absolute pressure sensor (Freescale MPXV5050GP), a band
pass active filter with cutoff frequencies of 1 Hz and 19 Hz and
xlO amplification, and an ARM-based USB microcontroller

A three lead electrocardiogram (ECG) was designed using
the Texas Instruments (TI) ADSI292R integrated chip which
costs approximately $3. The TI ADS1292R has a common
mode rejection of -105 dB The power supplies are regulated
between 2.7 V to 5.25 V (analog) and 1.7 V to 3.6 V (digital).
A 3MHz electromagnetic interference filter and a pre-ADC
antialiasing filter with a 8.6kHz cutoff are included. Also
included in the package is a built-in right leg drive ampli
fier for isolation and noise reduction. Lead-Off off detection
can be implemented as well as a fully integrated respiration
impedance measurement. Although the sampling rate can be
as high as 8 kHz, we chose to run it at 250Hz to save storage
space and energy.

C. Spirometery

As a result of increased air pollution, tobacco use, indoor
cooking and workplace exposures in the developing world,
chronic lung disease is an enormous and growing problem.
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), which in
volves destruction of lung elastic recoil with concomitant
chronic bronchitis, results from these inhalational exposures
and affects 210 million people globally [20].
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Fig. 4.

CAD rawing of the spiromter tube design. Adapted from [23].

III.
Fig. 2.
ECG signal acquisition. A simple phone peripheral collects and
transmits an ECG signal from the patient to a smartphone, where the signal
is analysed.

Fig. 3. ECG hardware prototype. Left: Analog front end incorporating Tl
ADS1292R package. Right: Teensy 3.0 board which top-mounts.

Spirometry is the foundation of tests for lung function
associated with these diseases, and the value of using specific
spirometric (ventilatory flow) measurements of COPD lung
changes is well established [21]. Few, if any, affordable spiro
metric solutions with easy-to-clean instrumentation currently
exist. Developing a low cost spirometer is likely to greatly
improve management of COPD, asthma and lung diseases
by providing an objective basis to diagnose and manage
symptoms.
In Carspecken et a l. [22] we describe the design of such
a low cost spirometer, including computation fluid dynamics
modelling for the flow tube, hardware design (based closely
on the blood pressure unit) and software for analysing the
differential pressure signals. A CAD design of the flow tube
is shown in Figure 4. More information can be found in
Carspecken et a l. [22], [23]

MOBILE APPLICATIONS

A. Blood Pressure app

The blood pressure app collects the pressure and oscillo
metric signals (see Figure 5) and comprises algorithms that
extract different physiological variables. Systolic and diastolic
blood pressure values were estimated from the pressure signal
and oscillometric waveform using the oscillometric method,
which is the most widely used automatic method in com
mercial blood pressure monitors [24]. The method has been
described in previous work [19] and has shown to be an
efficient and accurate way to estimate blood pressure. The heart
rate was calculated from the frequency spectrum generated
via the fast Fourier transform of the oscillation waveform.
The frequency component with the highest magnitude was
identified as corresponding to the heart rate [19]. We have
also proposed a method to extract respiratory rate from the
oscillometric waveform by combining the respiratory-induced
frequency and amplitude variations in the signal.
The performance of the algorithms was tested in data
acquired from a group of 40 healthy subjects (median age:
26, range 21-44 years old; 14 females) who underwent 6
consecutive left-arm blood pressure measurements: 3 measure
ments at rest, followed by 3 measurements while squeezing a
compressible ball with the right hand. In both sessions, one
of the measurements was taken using our in-house developed
non-invasive blood pressure device, from which we extracted
the pressure signal (sampled at a rate of 150 Hz). Both
measurements were preceded and followed by a blood pressure
measurement using a commercially available blood pressure
device; the clinically validated Automatic Blood Pressure
Monitor, M2 Basic model, (Omron, UK). Continuous single
lead ECG (256 Hz) and respiration impedance plethysmogram
(using two bands that encircle the chest and abdomen, sampled
at 256 Hz) were also collected during each measurement
using the Visi-3 Digital Sleep System (Stowood Scientific
Instruments Ltd., UK). The subjects were asked to sit upright
and to perform normal breathing at their own natural pace
during all measurements.
B. ECG app

The electrocardiogram analysis app consists of three com
ponents; 1) beat (QRS) detection, 2) Signal Quality Index
(SQI) assessment, and 3) Arrhythmia detection. Figure 6 shows
a screenshot of the smartphone application. An open source
version of the app and associated algorithms is available
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Fig. 5. Representation of the pressure signal (thicker line) and oscillometric
waveform derived from the pressure signal acquired with the in-house built
blood pressure monitor from one subject.

[25]. The code, written in Java can also run stand-alone. It's
properties and performance are now described.
i) QRS detection: QRS detection is performed using a
Nygards and SornmoiPan and Tompkins-based algorithm [26],
[27], [28]. The QRS detector was evaluated on the MIT-BIH
arrhythmia database, including 48 recordings of 30 minutes
ECG signals [29].
2) Signal Quality index: A signal quality index (SQI) is
computed per the methods of [30], [31], [32]. If the quality
of the signal is high then the AF analysis is performed. A
range of SQI were evaluated on an extended version of the
PhysioNet/Computing in Cardiology Challenge 2011 (30000
labelled 10 sec ECG segments). A comparison of two QRS
detectors (bSQI) gave the best results of the individually
evaluated SQI's and was therefore initially implemted in the
open source version. Later versions have included a support
vector machine (SVM) approach for combining individual SQI
metrics to form a more robust SQI (see Behar et al. [32] for
more details).

3) AF analysis: Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a heart condition
which causes an irregular heart rate and is known to be the
most common sustained cardiac arrhythmia [33]. It is estimated
that 25% of people over the age of 40 years will develop AF
during their lifetime [34]. It is estimated that 2.3 million US
adults currently have atrial fibrillation and that this figure will
rise to 5.6 million in 2050 reflecting the growing number of
elderly individuals [35]. AF can be considered as a major cause
for both mortality and morbidity as it increases the risk of
heart failure, embolic phenomena (i.e. stroke) and even death.
More specifically, AF was identified to be an independent risk
factor for stroke resulting in four-fold excess risk [36] and was
associated with 0.5 to 1.9 -fold mortality risk after adjustment
for the pre-existing cardiovascular conditions with AF [37]. AF
is commonly only detected after a patient presents one of the
serious complications related to AF, like stroke or heart failure.
The recent advent of mobile technology provides a screening
and follow-up pathway for AF management prior any related
adverse consequences occur. The impact of such technology
could be life saving and dramatically reduce associated cost
expenditure of the healthcare system.
The AF algorithm is based on an SVM-approach to fusing
multiple features [25] and was evaluated on the MIT-BIH AF
database [29], which consists of 25 long term recordings of
10 hours each.

Fig. 6.
Screenshot of the smartphone application. A two channel ECG
is displayed on the main screen (yellow and green traces) as well as the
corresponding heart rate, the signal quality (SQI) and the corresponding
rhythm (NSR,or normal sinus rhythm) across the bottom fo the display.

IV.

DATA ANNOTATION AND CROWDSOURCING

The ECG is a standard and powerful tool for assessing car
diovascular health as many detrimental heart conditions man
ifest as abnormalities in the ECG. Expert opinions/labelling
are considered to be the gold standard in ECG diagnosis.
However, ECG diagnoses are often wrong, with a high inter
expert variability [38]. Currently, there is no standardisation
to regulate ECG reporting or method of measuring the level
of expertise in medical practitioners. Moreover, the lack of
learning tools in ECG diagnosis makes matters worse for
professionals to find means to effectively improve or maintain
their skills [39].
In order to address this issue we have developed an open
source web-based platform, CrowdLabel, to crowd-source
medical labels on biosignals [40]. The CrowdLabel annotation
system was adapted from LightWAVE version 0.38 [41]. It
consists of a user authentication interface, a LightWAVE client,
a back-end server database which mirrors Physiobank, and
a local server. CrowdLabel is a standalone platform which
was written in PHP, HTML5, JavaScript, JQuery, JQuery User
Interface, and uses Scalable Vector Graphics.
In additional to interval and/or point labelling, CrowdLabel
provides signal quality and users' confidence levels annotation
functionality. (See Figure 7.) More information on this inter
face can be found in Zhu et al. [40], [42]
V.

S ERV ER APPLICATIONS

The server infrastructure is based on a client-server model
described in Clifford et al. [43], [44], [45], which involves
OpenMRS as the open source medical record system at the
back-end, and SanaMobile as the intermediate server system
and front-end Android client. The server-side software is able
to capture any form of data uploaded form the Android client,
and a set of APls allow data to be entered and viewed in both
in CrowdLabel and OpenMRS.
In addition to the signal analysis software (see section
III-B), one key novel algorithm integrated into our system
is a probabilistic methodology for combining multiple dis
agreeing annotations of medical data. In previous studies we
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Fig. 7.
Screenshot of the CrowdLabel annotation interface for labelling
rhythm and signal quality on an ECG arrhythmia database.

MEAN ABSOLUTE ERROR (MAE) FOR EACH VITAL SIGN
ESTIMATED U SING THE BLOO D PRESSURE MONITOR. THE REFERENCE
ESTIMATED POPULATION MEAN AND STANDAR D DEVIATION (SO) VALUES
ARE ALSO SHOWN.
TABLE I.

Mean (SD)

described this method in its application to improving interval
estimation in ECGs using multiple expert and/or non-expert
annotators [46] [47]. Particular in QT estimation, our algorithm
has outperformed the best annotator even without knowing
who is the best annotator a priori [42]. Although we have
demonstrated the algorithm in the context of ECG interval
measurement, the probabilistic aggregation approach applies
to both continuous and categorical/ordinal labels, and hence
is entirely generalisable. Our proposed probabilistic algorithm
is currently embedded in the CrowdLabel back-end server to
aggregate labels collected from multiple annotators, aiming
to infer a better estimate of the underlying 'true' intervals,
rhythms and diagnoses in ECG readings.
VI.

SYSTEM VALIDATION

In order to assess the quality of the system, each component
has been tested and validated in isolation as described below.
A. Hardware
1) Blood pressure: The blood pressure device hardware
was tested with a standard pressure device to calibrate the sen
sor. No significant drift was found even over several months.
The design specification indicates the sensor shoudl e stable
over several years and a range of extreme temperatires and hu
midities. In a validation study (40 volunteers),our smartphone
based blood pressure (BP) monitor was shown to measure BP,
heart rate and respiration rate with a mean-absolute-error of
less than 5 units from the reference values. The unit was tested
in concert with the Android app - see section VI-Bl for more
details.
2) ECG: The ECG hardware was evaluated using a Fluke
simulator (Everett, WA, USA) to evaluate distortion of the
waveform for both normal sinus rhythm and pathological
arrhythmias. No significant distortions were observed.
3) Spirometer: The spirometer was evaluated using a CFD
modeling approach to ensure laminar flow (See figure 8.
Subsequently, the tube design and electronics were evaluated
on standard American Thoracic Society (ATS) waveforms,
using a 3L sliding pump to calibrate the system. Approximate
matches to the airflow were found [48].

Systolic BP (mmHg)

Diastolic BP (mmHg)
Heart Rate (beats/min)
Resp. Rate (breaths/min)

TABLE II.

Reference

123.4 (11.8)
73.3 ( 9.1)
75.2 (12.6)
16.3 (4.9)

Estimate

124.5 (11.7)
73.0 (9.6)
75.1 (12.7)
16.1 (4.9)

MAE

3.57
2.45
0.75
2.69

ATRIAL FIBRILLATION CLASSIFICATION RESULTS ON THE
MIT-8IH AF DATABASE.

Method

[25]
al [49]

Oster et al.
Linker et

Se (%)
92.7
96.6

Sp (% )
94.2
82.3

PPV(%)
92.2
80.0

B. Software
1) Blood Pressure App: Table I shows the overall mean
absolute errors for the different vital signs extracted from our
blood pressure device compared to the respective gold standard
reference values. We observe that a good agreement between
the estimated values for the blood pressure, heart rate and
respiratory rate was found, with a mean absolute error of less
than 5 mmHg, 3 beats/min and 3 breaths/min, respectively.
2) ECG app: The QRS detector exhibited a sensitivity (Se)
of 99.0% and a specificity (Sp) of 98.7% on the MIT-BIH
arrhythmia database, and showed robust perfomance on high
noise ambulatory data, inclduing recovery from saturation and
large movement artifacts.

The SQI was shown to have an accuracy (Ac) of 89.9%
, Se = 90.4% and Sp = 89.4% (see Clifford et al. [31] for
more details). Accuracy of up to 98.5% was achieved when
combining multiple SQls using an SVM approach [32].
The AF algorithm achieved performance results of Se =
92.7% , Sp = 94.2% and PPV = 92.2%. Results for the AF
detector are presented in Table II and compared to the next
best reported algorithm in the literature (Linker et al [49]).
C. Server-side: Annotation and weighted voting system
1) Adult QT database: The data were drawn from the
QT interval annotations generated by participants in the 2006
PCinC Challenge [50]. Each participant in the Challenge was
required to submit a Q onset with accompanying T offset for
one representative beat in lead II of each of the 549 recordings
in the Physikalisch-Technische Bundesanstalt Diagnostic ECG
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Database (PTBDB) [51l. The records were obtained from 290
subjects (209 men with mean age of 55.5 and 81 women with
mean age of 61.6), each represented by between one and five
recordings. About 20% of the subjects were healthy controls.
The PTBDB contained records of patients with a variety of
ECG morphologies having different QT intervals ranging from
256ms to 529ms.
Our proposed probabilistic label aggregator (PLA) with
contextual feature [42] was applied to Division 1 (manual
annotations), Division 2 (closed source algorithms), Division
3 (open source algorithms), and Division 4 (closed and open
source algorithms) to synthesise all the annotations into a
single ground truth. The root-means-squared errors (RMSEs)
were calculated using the reference provided by the Challenge
and compared with the best-performing scores that were pub
lished in the 2006 PCinC Challenge. In addition, the PLA
was compared to the median and mean voting strategies in
the scenario of selecting different number of annotators. The
results are detailed in [42]. In summary, the PLA RMSE was
6.04ms when considering all human annotators in Division 1.
It outperformed the mean voting strategy for all number of
annotators but was worse than the median voting approach
after nine annotators (median RMSE
4.71ms for 20 an
notators). Using 15 out of 20 annotators (RMSE
6.62ms)
the PLA achieved a similar error as the best score (RMSE
6.65ms) provided in the Challenge. In Division 2, the PLA
consistently outperformed the other two approaches (l5.31ms
for the median voting, and 16.20ms for the mean voting) and
achieved the minimum RMSE on Division 2 of 14.58ms when
considering all 48 annotators. Seventeen annotators (RMSE
15.68ms) from Division 2 would be required for the PLA
to generate a similar RMSE as the best-performing algorithm
(RMSE
16.36ms). In Division 3, the PLA continued to
outperform the other two approaches and achieved a RMSE
of 16.58ms when considering 21 annotators. It also achieved
a lower RMSE error when compared with the best-performing
annotator (RMSE
17.46ms) in this division. The PLA had
an RMSE of 13.97ms for Division 4, which was lower than
the RMSE from any entrant in the two divisions from which
it was created.
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Fig. 9.
The variance of FQT annotations (L.FQT) for the PLA selected
annotators are plotted for segments with very good, medium,and bad signal
quality from top to bottom respectively.
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proved to have the least variance across different quality of
segments.
VII.

Each component of the system, described above, solves
several key issues in the implementation of the a full end-to
end healthcare system in low resource settings. These are now
described.
1)

=

2) Foetal QT database: A total of 501, 30s segments were
extracted from 15 healthy foetal ECG recordings from a private
database. Twenty-three volunteers participated in the study and
provided a total of 7,307 foetal QT (FQT) annotations, which
were aggregated using the PLA with signal quality feature
[42]. The detailed number of annotations performed by each
participant is given in [40]. The participants were ranked based
on the RMSE when compared to the aggregated annotation
generated by the PLA. The variance of each annotator was
further estimated and compared. Figure 9 shows the distri
bution of results of the change of FQT annotations (6FQT)
for the PLA rated annotators on segments of three patients
with signal qualities of type very good, medium, and bad. The
annotator with a lower variance indicates high consistency and
hence higher precision. The top three annotators had similar
6FQTs when the signal quality was very good (see the top plot
in Figure 9 ): 1.30ms, 1.82ms, and 2.54ms for best, medium,
and worst annotator respectively. When annotating bad signal
quality segments, the variance of 6FQT is much worse than
those with very good signal quality (4.69ms, 6.77ms, and
9.33ms). Nevertheless, the PLA selected best annotator has

END-TO-END USE OF SYSTEM

2)

3)

4)

A lack of affordable devices with a large supply
chain. By creating devices priced around $10-20,
which can be delivered within the mobile phone
device delivery chain overcomes these barriers.
An absence of portable longitudinal medical informa
tion and medical records leads to inefficiencies and
errors. By using a mobile phone to connect healthcare
workers and patients to medical record systems and
referral services, we overcome this issue. A personal
healthcare record authenticated through a natioanl ID
and a phone creates a secure and portable personal
medical record.
A lack of trained healthcare workers and doctors.
By using mobile phones to analyse signal quality
and provide decision support, we can train medical
assistants and even patients to incrementally learn
how to diagnose and refer through a medical system.
A lack of access to the raw device data creates
inefficiencies and a lack of scientific credibility.
Many, if not all, medical device companies provide
access to their data in a downsampled and nonlinearly
transformed state which has not been sufficiently
documented to allow reproduction. This means that
not only is it impossible to verify that significant
diagnostic information has been removed, but it also
prevents long term repeatability of any algorithms
developed on the data, and locks the user in to the
use of a single proprietary platform. To address this
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5)

we have developed an open hardware and software
platform which allows the user to entirely reproduce
both the hardware and data anlaysis.
A large inter- and intra-expert variance in diagnoses
and medical data. To address this problem we have
created a crowd-sourcing approach to medical di
agnostics which uses an unsupervised learning al
gorithm to identify an accurate unbiased consensus
diagnosis. By using contextual information, we are
able to tune the algorithm to alter each specific
diagnosis.

The system described in this paper is now being trialed
in China, Guatemala and the United States with a preliminary
focus on cardiovascular health and perinatal monitoring. The
system is being used to identify error reduction, increase
efficiency in diagnosis and referral, and increase access for
resource poor communities.
VIII.

CONCLUSION

We have presented an end-to-end low-cost system for the
monitoring and diagnosis of chronic health problems in devel
oping countries. The system includes several key components
as follows. 1) Novel low-cost sensors have been developed for
data collection (which do not require batteries and can upload
data directly through the mobile phone into a cloud resource).
2) Signal analysis software to run on Android phones has been
developed to guide the untrained user through the acquisition,
and check for quality/suggest methods to improve the data at
the source. 3) Server software has been developed to allow
crowd sourcing of diagnostics to improve both the accuracy
and learning for diagnosis. 4) Signal processing software for
diagnosis has been written to run either on the server or on
the phone to provide rapid asynchronous remote diagnostics.
5) Aggregation algorithms have been developed to weight
differing opinions of the crowd and produce a more effective
and accurate label.
The system we present is fully scalable, with an open
architecture to allow the addition of decision support and
analysis algorithms on the back end, and peripherals and
mobile phone-based software on the front end. By designing
the system to function as an aggregation of a committee of
experts (whether they are algorithmic, human or a mixture),
the maximal amount of information can be extracted from any
given diagnostic scenario. Moreover, weaknesses in individual
actors can be identified and mitigated by de-weighting such
actors, and up-weighting more trustworthy actors.
This is particularly important, since the system is not only
able to provide diagnoses or decision support with a known
level of certainty, despite there being no objective training data,
but it is also able to identify which actors are substandard,
and if they exhibit errors in a systematic manner. Therefore,
it is able to provide user-specific feedback to allow users to
improve their labelling. This also means that the labels will
be continually improved, and enhance the accuracy of the
system. In other words, there is a complete feedback loop
between the user and the automated system which improves
both simultaneously. Moreover, the system can be extended
to both the individual (patient or caregiver) as well as the
healthcare worker, potentially empowering individuals to label

their own data, and provide additional useful information, and
perhaps even reducing the cost of their own diagnosis or care.
Future work will include increasing the size of the training
database, and linking to large training and diagnostic centres
to track the evolution of annotators over time. In this way,
optimal apportioning of tasks to individuals may be achieved.
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